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Release Notes for Patch Release#6102

1 Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev10
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev7

Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6093.

MWB-1448 Compose is moved to trash if ”com.openexchange.mail.compose.maxSpacesPe-
rUser” is over
Max. number of composition spaces not orderly considered when opening a new one.
This has been solved by Considering max. number of composition spaces when opening a new
one.

OXUIB-1262 Single quote in mail compose To field handled incorrectly
This wasn´t considered yet.
This has been solved by extending the regex.

OXUIB-1307 Onboarding wizard always displays ”sync app” for android, even when not en-
abled
Was unsupported.
Solution: ’apps’ can now be hidden via jslob setting ”io.ox/onboarding//hidden/apps”, syncapp is
hidden by default.

MWB-1387 gdpr data export fails reliably
Errors while trying to resume a previously paused data export.
Solution: Handle possible connect failure while exportingmails. Avoid pausing running data export
tasks. Let started ones complete and avoid unnecessarily stopping data export tasks in case a con-
tinuous timeframe is configured, e.g. ”com.openexchange.gdpr.dataexport.schedule=Mon-Sun”.

MWB-1413 Birthday calendar name is changeable via DAV but not in Web UI
Update of DAV:displayname property permitted through CalDAV for default Birthdays calendar.
Treat DAV:displayname property as protected for Birthdays calendar, and indicate forbidden prop-
erty updates via DAV:cannot-modify-protected-property precondition.

MWB-1423 Context taxonomy not mentioned in cli onlinehelp
Missing help text for dynamic options.
This has been fixed by adding a help text for dynamic options.

MWB-1435 Errors on the conversion layer API used by mobile applications
Parse errors if a MIME message contains a corrupt Content-Type string.
This has been fixed by sanitizing Content-Type string in case a corrupt one is present in MIME mes-
sage or one of its parts.

MWB-1477 After 7.10.6 upgrade, some contexts give error sending as alias
Wrong check if given sender address is possibly associated with an external account.
This has been solved by a proper check if given sender address is possibly associated with an ex-
ternal account.

OXUIB-1273 OXAppsuite-Frontend iframe app doesn’t send the token in the proper format
There was no need to URL-encode the URL in the previous OX versions because the token was not
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base64 encoded.
When using the io.ox/core/tk/iframe with the option acquireToken, the token is sent without being
URL-encoded. Now it will be URL-encoded.

3 Changes relevant for Operators

3.1 Changes of Configuration Files

Change #SCR-1001 Added new options to override STARTTLS setting for iOS/PLIST profiles
Added new lean options to override STARTTLS setting for iOS/PLIST profiles:

• com.openexchange.client.onboarding.mail.imap.requireTls
Specifies whether STARTTLS is required to established to access the IMAP server. If not set,
falls-back to internal settings for accessing the primary account.

• com.openexchange.client.onboarding.mail.smtp.requireTls
Specifies whether STARTTLS is required to established to access the SMTP server. If not set,
falls-back to internal settings for accessing the primary account.

Change#SCR-997 Addednewproperty to controlwhether pause&resume is applied to data
export tasks
Addednew leanproperty ”com.openexchange.gdpr.dataexport.allowPausingRunningTasks” to con-
trol whether pause&resume is applied to data export tasks. Default value is false. Neither reload-
able nor config-cascade aware.

4 Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-
ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.

To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

5 Fixed Bugs

MWB-1448, OXUIB-1262, OXUIB-1307, MWB-1387, MWB-1413, MWB-1423, MWB-1435, MWB-1477,
OXUIB-1273,
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